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ABOUT THE RESEARCH BRIEF

The Whole Life Inventory was introduced in March 2016 as a survey instrument for churches to 
assess the health of their congregation and understand the needs of their families in the 5 Pillars—
Faith, Identity, Relationships, Sexuality and Values. We are now beginning to see emerging trends 
in the local Church, even as the Whole Life Inventory continues to gain momentum.

The Whole Life Research Brief 2016 is a review of the data collected in that year from a total sample 
of 7,209 respondents representing 10 local churches of varying sizes and denominations. We thank 
and deeply appreciate our church partners for collaborating with us on the Whole Life Inventory 
and making these insights possible.
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FEW PARENTS TAKE SPIRITUAL 
LEADERSHIP IN CHRISTIAN FAMILIES

A Christian family enjoys the unique benefit of having an environment where family members can 
teach and encourage one another in the faith. Youths in Christian families today, however, tend to 
miss these opportunities for spiritual growth and support, as many do not read the Bible (58%) with 
their Christian parents, or pray or worship (41%) together.

Parents nurture their teenagers’ spiritual lives when they collectively engage in faith practices. 
Youths who read the Bible, pray or worship with their parents at least once a month are more likely 
to regard their parents as having high or very high impact on their spiritual development (57-67%), 
as compared to youths who do not (26-35%). The frequency of practising faith disciplines as a 
family correlates positively with the level of spiritual impact teenagers perceive their parents have 
on them.

If parents want to be respected spiritual role models to their children, they can begin by walking 
with them on their faith journey in concrete ways—studying Scripture, praying and worshipping 
together as a family. These are times for imparting values and learning about God’s calling. As our 
Father speaks into the lives of his sons and daughters, so do parents speak into the lives of their 
children, through faith practices.

% YOUTHS WITH CHRISTIAN PARENTS:
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PARENTS’ IMPACT ON SPIRITUAL GROWTH OF THEIR YOUTHS
IMPACT OF PARENTS WHO READ THE BIBLE,
PRAY AND WORSHIP WITH THEIR YOUTHS...
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YOUNG PEOPLE BELIEVE GOD’S PURPOSE 
FOR THEM IS IMPORTANT, BUT WRESTLE 
WITH DISCOVERING WHAT THAT IS

Over 90% of Christians state that God’s calling is important to them, although some people do not 
know or live out their calling. The difference between knowledge and lifestyle is minimal, though 
statistically significant, while a person’s awareness of his or her calling strongly correlates with living 
for this calling. People tend to pursue what God wants them to do when they know his purpose for 
them. Hence, the foremost task for Christians today is to discover their calling.

The findings also suggest that purpose or calling is associated with age. The older people are, the 
more likely they are to perceive and live out God’s calling for them. In this regard, youths score the 
lowest, with 47% expressing some certainty that they are living out God’s calling for them and only 
33% who believe that they know this calling.

It might seem a contradiction to live out a calling that they do not know, but this could reflect instead 
a desire to live out God’s calling to the best of their knowledge. For example, education could be 
an ambiguous season for many Christian students who do not see its immediate relevance in God’s 
work. Because they do not know what God is calling them to do, they cannot be certain about what 
course to study now, even though they believe that it is a preparation phase for the future.

YOUNG PEOPLE BELIEVE GOD’S PURPOSE 
FOR THEM IS IMPORTANT, BUT WRESTLE 
WITH DISCOVERING WHAT THAT IS.

Over 90% of Christians believe that God’s calling is important to them. They recognise the value 
of God’s calling and see it as a priority in their lives, but some people do not know or live out their 
calling. The analysis shows that the difference between knowledge and lifestyle is minimal, 
though statistically significant. In addition, a person’s awareness of his or her calling strongly 
correlates with living for this calling. People tend to pursue what God wants them to do when they 
know his purpose for them. Hence, the foremost task for Christians today is to discover their calling.

The findings also suggest that purpose and calling is associated with age. The older people are, 
the more likely they are to perceive and live out God’s calling for them. In this regard, youths score 
the lowest, with 47% expressing some certainty that they are living out God’s calling for them and 
only 33% who believe that they know this calling. It might seem a contradiction for some people 
to live out a calling that they do not know. But this reflects instead their desire to live out God’s 
calling to the best of their knowledge.
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Perhaps the solution for the body of Christ, especially youths and young adults, is learning to see 
God’s calling as deeply rooted in the tasks and events of daily life – in the here and now – in schools, 
workplaces and families. For this reason, it might be helpful for people to understand purpose and 
calling not as a long-term masterplan that needs to be discovered in its entirety, but as a growing 
role in God’s kingdom that develops over time.

PURPOSE
AND

CALLING
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MOST PEOPLE IN CHURCH 
WANT TO BE DISCIPLED

Attitudes towards discipleship are positive in churches. A significant proportion of respondents 
(47%) said that they were being discipled in church, especially among the youths and young adults. 

Among those who were not receiving discipleship, a large majority (72%) also said that they would 
like to be discipled. This finding is generally consistent across age (i.e., youths, young adults, older 
adults) and life stage (e.g., married people, parents). This is good news for church pastors, ministry 
leaders, cell group leaders and other people involved in discipleship.

Attitudes towards discipleship are positive in churches. A significant proportion of respondents 
(47%) said that they were being discipled in church. When we studied the results by age group, 
we found that a majority of youths and young adults are involved in church discipleship. 

Among those who were not receiving discipleship, a large majority (72%) said that they would like 
to be discipled. This finding is generally consistent across age (i.e., youths, young adults, and 
older adults) and life stage (e.g., married people, parents). This is good news for church pastors, 
ministry leaders, cell group leaders, and other people involved in discipleship.

62% BEING DISCIPLED IN CHURCH 26% 12%ARE NOT BUT
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MANY CHRISTIANS HOLD BIBLICAL 
VALUES BUT GRAPPLE WITH 
UNWANTED SEXUAL HABITS

PORNOGRAPHY AND SEXUAL ENCOUNTERS
OUTSIDE OF MARRIAGE

Pornography has been a long-standing issue in society. In the past couple of decades, people in and 
outside the church have become more aware of the dangers and pervasiveness of pornography. This 
research brief provides preliminary numbers to describe the situation of the Church in Singapore.

In our data sample, more than 2 out of every 5 Christians viewed pornography at least once in the 
past 12 months. The use of pornography was more prevalent for men (68%) than women (24%). 
Looking at frequency, we find that 17% of Christians viewed pornography at least once a month, 
which might be comparable to estimates in other countries.1 

Sexual encounters outside of marriage is another trend that the Church should monitor and 
address. On the whole, we find that almost 1 in 10 Christians were involved in premarital or 
extramarital sexual encounters in the past year. Young adults who were dating or engaged (33%) 
were disproportionately more likely to engage in premarital sex.

MANY CHRISTIANS HOLD BIBLICAL 
VALUES BUT GRAPPLE WITH 
UNWANTED SEXUAL HABITS.

PORNOGRAPHY AND SEXUAL ENCOUNTERS
OUTSIDE OF MARRIAGE

Pornography has been a long-standing issue in society. In the past couple of decades, people in 
and outside the church have become more aware of the dangers and pervasiveness of 
pornography. This research brief provides preliminary numbers to describe the situation in the 
Singapore church.

In our data sample, more than two out of every five Christians viewed pornography at least once 
in the past 12 months. The use of pornography was more prevalent for men (68%) than women 
(24%). Looking at frequency, we find that 17% of Christians viewed pornography at least once a 
month, which might be comparable to estimates in other countries.1

Having sexual encounters outside marriage is another trend that the Church should monitor and 
address. On the whole, we find that almost one in ten Christians were involved in premarital or 
extramarital sexual encounters in the past year. Young adults who were dating or engaged (33%) 
were disproportionately more likely to engage in premarital sex.

CHRISTIANS VIEWED PORNOGRAPHY
AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST YEAR

42%

1 9% 6% 9% 8%
1 - 5 TIMES

IN THE PAST
12 MONTHS

6 - 10 TIMES
IN THE PAST 
12 MONTHS

AT LEAST ONCE
IN A MONTH

AT LEAST ONCE
IN A WEEK

* THE SUM OF PERCENTAGES IS DIFFERENT DUE TO ROUNDING

1 Barna Group’s (2015) The Porn Phenomenon study estimates that 13% of practicing Christians in the United 
States seek out pornography at least once a month.
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1 Barna Group’s (2015) The Porn Phenomenon study estimates that 13% of practicing Christians in the United 
States seek out pornography at least once a month.
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CHRISTIANS WERE INVOLVED IN 
PREMARITAL OR EXTRAMARITAL

SEXUAL ENCOUNTERS IN THE YEAR
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PRACTICAL DISCIPLESHIP

Shifting values, however, only partially explain the prevalence of sexual issues in the Church. The 
majority of respondents indicated healthy attitudes towards pornography and premarital sex. 
More than 80% said separately that using pornography goes against their values and beliefs, and 
that they do not find it acceptable to have sex before marriage, even in a committed relationship.

This suggests that supporting people in their pursuit of biblical chastity involves more than 
teaching or persuading them about the importance of godly behaviour in sexuality. With regards 
to seeking support from the church, more than half of the respondents are uncertain or disagree 
that the Church is a safe place for people looking for help with sexual issues, or that they can turn 
to someone in church for help. The Church needs to extend practical assistance to people who 
wrestle with pornography and sexual encounters outside of marriage, by providing safe places for 
them to indicate that they need help.
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DISCIPLESHIP IN SEXUAL WHOLENESS

Shifting values, however, only partially explain the prevalence of sexual issues in the Church. The 
majority of respondents indicated healthy attitudes towards pornography and premarital sex. More 
than 80% said separately that using pornography goes against their values and beliefs, and that 
they do not find it acceptable to have sex before marriage, even in a committed relationship. This 
suggests that supporting people in their pursuit of biblical chastity involves more than teaching or 
persuading them about the importance of godly behaviour in sexuality.

With regards to seeking support from the church, more than half of the respondents are uncertain 
or disagree that the Church is a safe place for people looking for help with sexual issues, or that 
they can turn to someone in church for help. The Church needs to extend practical assistance to 
people who wrestle with pornography and sexual encounters outside of marriage, by providing 
safe places for them to indicate and seek help.
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USING PORNOGRAPHY 
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ATTITUDES TOWARD SEXUAL ISSUES 
IN THE CHURCH
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PARENTS AND THE CHURCH : PRIMARY PREVENTION
Good habits start young; living out biblical sexuality should begin from childhood. Consequently, 
it matters for us to know who influences young people in the area of sexuality. Among youths and 
young adults, 79% believe that parents have the primary responsibility for teaching children and 
young people about sex and sexuality. In reality, only 20% of youths and 13% of young adults said 
that they learned the most about sexuality from their parents.

If we were to infer from the differences between youths and young adults, we see that as young 
people mature, they tend to seek more risky sources of information—such as the Internet, social 
media, and personal experience—and rely less on people of authority, like parents and school 
teachers. These findings are a clear signal for parents and the church to start speaking to their 
children and teenagers about sexuality as early and as soon as possible.

PARENTS AND THE CHURCH : THE FIRST LINE OF PREVENTION

Good habits start young, as some people put it; hence living in biblical sexuality should ideally 
begin in childhood. Consequently, it matters for us to know who influences the young people in 
the area of sexuality. Among youths and young adults, 79% believe that parents have the primary 
responsibility for teaching children and young people about sex and sexuality. In reality, only 20% 
of youths and 13% of young adults said that they learned the most about sexuality from their parents.

If we were to infer from the differences between youths and young adults, we see that as young 
people mature, they tend to seek more risky sources of information — such as the Internet, social 
media, and personal experience — and rely less on people of authority, like parents and school 
teachers. These findings are a clear signal for parents and the church to start speaking to their 
children and teenagers about sexuality.

79%
OF YOUTHS & YOUNG ADULTS 

BELIEVE THAT PARENTS HAVE THE PRIMARY 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR TEACHING CHILDREN  

ABOUT SEX AND SEXUALITY

MANY OF THEM, HOWEVER, LEARN 

ABOUT SEX AND SEXUALITY FROM 

NON-PARENTAL SOURCES
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WHO OR WHAT IS YOUR MAIN SOURCE OF INFORMATION
FOR LEARNING ABOUT SEX AND SEXUALITY?

WHO OR WHAT IS YOUR MAIN SOURCE OF INFORMATION
FOR LEARNING ABOUT SEX AND SEXUALITY?
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CHRISTIANS VALUE RELATIONSHIPS, 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY

Christians in Singapore have a keen interest in their relationships and family, and recognise issues 
where they need support. When respondents were given a list of relationship and family issues, 
81% said that there were one or more areas where they needed the Church to support them. The 
top three needs among all respondents were 1) relationship and communication skills, 2) balancing 
family and work commitments, and 3) how to relate to or care for parents.
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WHICH OF THESE AREAS DO YOU NEED THE 
CHURCH TO SUPPORT YOU IN NOW?

CHRISTIANS VALUE RELATIONSHIPS, 
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY.

Christians in Singapore have a keen interest in their relationships and family, and recognise issues 
where they need support. When respondents were given a list of relationship and family issues, 
81% said that there were one or more areas where they needed the Church to support them. The 
top three needs among all respondents were 1) relationship and communication skills, 2) 
balancing family and work commitments, and 3) how to relate to or care for parents.
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Christians hold positive attitudes towards marriage and are unlikely to resort to divorce as an easy 
solution for relationship and family issues. Over 90% believed that marriage is designed for a 
lifetime and would not encourage divorce unless under exceptional circumstances. 

DIVORCE IS NOT 
ENCOURAGED EXCEPT IN 

THE CASE OF UNREPENTANT 
ADULTERY, ABUSE OR 

ABANDONMENT
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Many people also hold positive attitudes towards marriage and divorce. More than 90% believed 
that marriage is designed for a lifetime and would not encourage divorce unless under 
exceptional circumstances. Christians recognise the value of marriage and are unlikely to resort to 
divorce as an easy solution for relationship and family issues.
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ATTITUDES TOWARD MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE

MARRIAGE IS MEANT
TO LAST A LIFETIME
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ATTITUDES TOWARD MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE
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ABOUT WHOLE LIFE

“IF EVERY FOLLOWER OF CHRIST IS FIRST DISCIPLED IN AND THROUGH THEIR 
FAMILY, WE CAN THEN BUILD A STRONG AND VIBRANT CHURCH THAT IS A BLESSING 

TO GOD AND THE COMMUNITY.” 

Whole Life was launched in 2015 as an approach to family discipleship in the 5 Pillars of Faith, Identity, 
Relationships, Sexuality and Values. Whole Life is designed using family research and expertise in working 
with families, while keeping in view local and global trends involving family and culture. 

METHODOLOGY

Data was collected using an online survey platform, made available to participating churches with unique 
church access codes. The survey reached an estimated response rate of 75%.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

EXPLANATORY NOTES

*The statements—Believes God’s calling is important, Knows God’s calling for them, and Lives out God’s 
calling for them—have been paraphrased from one or more items in the survey. For example, the item for 
Lives out God’s calling for them reads verbatim, “I am living out what I know to be God’s purpose and calling 
for my life now”.

ABOUT WHOLE LIFE INVENTORY
The Whole Life Inventory is a multi-dimensional instrument designed for churches to assess and understand 
the health of their congregation in the 5 pillars — Faith, Identity, Relationships, Sexuality, and Values — that 
contribute toward thriving families in the Church.

HOW DOES THE INVENTORY WORK?
The online survey platform makes it easily accessible to your congregation. Members of participating 
churches are given a unique access code that allows them to take the inventory in their own time. A report 
will be generated on key findings to be presented to your church. 

Contact us at inventory@wholelife.sg for a complimentary preview.

ABOUT WHOLE LIFE

Whole Life was launched in 2015 as an approach to family discipleship in the 5 Pillars of Faith, 
Identity, Relationships, Sexuality and Values. We designed Whole Life using family research and 
expertise in working with families, while keeping in view local and global trends involving family 
as well as our Singapore society. If every follower of Christ is first discipled in and through their 
family, we can then build a strong and vibrant Church community that loves God and loves others.

METHODOLOGY

The findings are based on a sample of the Whole Life Inventory, which was collected between 
March and November 2016. The sample includes 7,209 respondents from 10 churches of 
different sizes and denominations. Data was collected using an online survey platform, made 
available to participating churches with unique church access codes. The survey reached an 
estimated response rate of 75%.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Note: Age as on 31 December 2016

GROUP

YOUTHS

YOUNG ADULTS

ADULTS

AGE RANGE (YRS)

13 - 19

20 - 35

36 AND OLDER

SAMPLE SIZE

731

3,023

3,455

EXPLANATORY NOTES

*The statements — Believes God’s calling is important, Knows God’s calling for them, and Lives 
out God’s calling for them — have been paraphrased from one or more items in the survey. For 
example, the item for Lives out God’s calling for them reads verbatim, “I am living out what I 
know to be God’s purpose and calling for my life now”.
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